
White doves are angels of light while crows are dark omens of evil, right? No! They are just birds! 

And people, like birds, come in an array of colors, shapes and sizes. Crows understand our  

languages better than we do theirs, recognize individual people, love their families, are fiercely 

protective of their young, and inhabit nearly every country on the globe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my painting of two nearly extinct Hawaiian species. The Alala (Hawaiian Crow) and the 

Ho'awa tree. The original is framed, 16"x19"  in the Volcano Art Gallery on the Big Island of  

Hawaii. The plant makes a fruit the crow loves to eat. The fruit has hard black seeds only this  

particular bird can digest. When they poop out the seeds, it sets the perfect stage for the plant to 

grow and thrive. The tree depends on this bird for survival. Conservationists with the Alala  

Project have been working to restore native habitats on the Big Island. They have also been  

raising the Alala in captivity and gradually releasing them into the wild. As the environment  

improves, so do the birds. For the first time in decades, the birds have been seen building nests.  

On November 22nd, 2019 at noon, this painting will go to the highest bidder, with all proceeds 

funding the awesome work being done by the Alala Project. Let's help Hawaii, the number one 

bird extinction capital of the world bring back the ones on the brink. Earth's creatures can help us 

come to our common senses, and it feels so good to contribute to a worthy cause (caws!) To bid 

on the painting, please reply to this email or to gordykathy@gmail.com.   Minimum bid $200.00 

and I pay shipping. To donate funds directly to the Alala Project, please mention “Caws for a 

Cause” in the space for comments. Here is their link: https://squareup.com/store/thealalaproject/  

 

                                                               Mahalo and Thank you! 

Caws for a Cause 


